Introduction
Let n be a positive integer and denote the upper half-space R n )< (0, o) In 1968, . Samuelsson [Sa] studied, for n 1, the generalized derivatives of positive, Borel measures defined on R n in relation to growth along the normal N x {(x,,t): 0 < < } of the positive harmonic functions Jg//x associated by means of the Poisson integral formula, [Be1] , the results concerning the generalized derivatives of measures /z and the boundary behavior of the positive harmonic functions JU/ were expanded to a broader context in which the measures were replaced by functions and the harmonic functions were defined in terms of a formal integration by parts of the Poisson integral formula. The function /z: R --. R was assumed to have bounded generalized variation of the type studied by J. Musielak and W. Orlicz [MO] . (See also [Av] for related references.) For such a function /z, an analogous notion of "intermittent oscillation" replaces that of "intermittent mass concentration", where (I) is understood to mean (y) -/z(x) for x and y the endpoints of I. The standard setting of measures and positive harmonic functions was reconsidered in [Be2] , and it was shown that the ideas developed in [Sa] (and in [Be1] ) led in most cases to a precise characterization of the exceptional set of points x where a measure can have a prescribed intermittent concentration of mass and a positive harmonic function can have a prescribed intermittent growth along the normal N x.
In 1984, A. Nagel Fatou theorem (for n _> 1). They introduced a maximal function along with an associated derivative in terms of translates of an "approach set" more general than the usual nontangential approach set. This set determines a family of balls which is used to define the maximal function and the derivative. The hallmark of the Nagel-Stein generalization is the "cross-sectional measure" condition (see 2) satisfied by the approach set. The derivative is shown to exist a.e. (and agrees with the classical symmetric derivative a.e. Throughout the remainder of the paper, d will always denote an allowed pseudo-distance. The notation K, r, c 1, c 2, r, and k given in this subsection will be reserved for use in connection with the pseudo-distance d. On occasions when two pseudo-distances are being considered, we shall sometimes use subscripts to avoid ambiguity.
Approach sets
We will consider subsets of R n + The term approach set will refer to any 4-such subset I having the origin as its only limit point in .B y translation, we can view (x, 0) + f as an approach set to x R. For x Rn, > 0, and a > 0, define (7) Bd(Yi,3c'si) q (R \ O) 4: Q for each i.
We shall construct the sequence {Ba(xi, ri)} by taking a subset of {Bd(Yi, Si)} and another collection of balls {Bd(Zi, ti)} which will be defined after some preparatory discussion. Suppose that a ball Ba(w, t) intersects each of two balls Ba(yi, s i) and Bd(Yj, sj) for 4: j. We assume, without loss of generality, that s > s. Select We shall now define the collection of balls {Ba(zi, ti)}. Let U= I,J Ba(yi, s i) O. By the outer regularity of , we can select the sequence {Ba(zi, ti)} of d-balls which covers U such that EIBa(zi, ti)l /r < (U) / e/2.
We select the sequence {Bd(Xi, ri)} from the collections {Bd(Yi, Si)} and {Bd(Zi, ti)} as follows. Of the collection {Bd(Yi, Si)}, we keep only those balls Bd(Yi, S i) which are covered by a subset of {Bd(zi, ti)} none of whose elements meet Bd(Yj, Sj) for any j 4: i. Of the collection {Bd(Zi, ti)} we keep only those elements which meet at least two of the d-balls of {Bd(Yi, Si)}. We denote the resulting set of d-balls which we keep by {Bd(Xi, ri)}. Notice that if Bd(Yi, S i) C U Bd(Zii, til), then since 0 < 6/r _< 1, we have ., IBd(Ziy, 
Let c be the maximum of K2(3c + K + 1) and KZ(c'k + K + 1). It follows
We also conclude from (8) (4) 
As e is arbitrary, the result follows.
More can be said in the case that we are working with measures on R n (so that y 1).
THEOREM 2. Let a > 1 and 0 < fl < 1/a. 
It follows from (12) and (13) We claim that t-"gji(t) is bounded, independent of j and i. Elementary calculus shows that t-gji(t) is nondecreasing. Thus gji(t)[ (['i,) afl ( A simple computation shows the value of t-afgik(t) at each of these points is bounded by a constant depending only on a and /3. This proves the claim.
We show now that t-"ffi(t) is bounded on 0 < t < 1 independent of i. By symmetry, t-ffi(t) is bounded on the interval 0 < < ff if and only if fi(t)/gjl(t) is bounded on the interval (j 1)f f < < jff. Since t-fgjl is bounded independent of j on the latter interval, it thus suffices to show that t-ffi(t) is bounded on the interval 0 < < ff. By a similar symmetry argument, it suffices to show that t-ffi(t) is bounded on the interval 0 < < f-fff. Repeating this argument times, we see it is enough to check that t-ffi(t) is bounded on the interval 0 < < cl-fcf and, of [Be1] [Be2] [Cn]
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